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The next day, because of the sweetness of last night, kangmobei was in a very good
mood.

After getting up early to wash and gargle, Kang Mobei hums a tune and tidies up the
kitchen which should have been cleaned up last night.

Last night did not have a good night's dream, Lele woke up three times, crying woke
him up, but did not wake up Bai nianxi. In order to let Bai nianxi have a good sleep,
kangmobei carefully mixed the appropriate stage milk powder, patiently fed Lele.

The third time when he was awakened by Lele's cry, conmobei asked the odor faintly,
thinking that Lele should change his diaper.

He skillfully changed it, and then lay back in bed, but he was not willing to close his
eyes and go to sleep. Instead, he just looked at Bai nianxi's sleeping face until the first
ray of sunlight in the morning passed through the window and lit up the bedroom.

When the clock points to seven o'clock, conmobei makes a table of exquisite western
breakfast. Thinking that there is still a lack of milk, conmobei goes out in a hurry.

Walking on the road, Como North heart hit faint uneasiness, can look back, but can not
see any suspicious figure.

A bad premonition urges kangmobei to come to the nearby supermarket quickly. After
putting the milk on the table, Lolo also gets up. Kangmobei hides under the window
and quietly checks whether there is anything abnormal outside.

Sure enough, he was keen to capture the outside, there have never seen a strange man.

A strange man dressed in a suit has sharp professional eyes.

What do they want to do Did you want to kidnap Lolo? He guessed.

"Lolo, I'll take you to school later. If I don't come after school, you'll stay in the
classroom and wait for me." Kangmobei cautiously but pretends to tell lightly.
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"Well." Lolo quietly responded, ate the last bite of egg and bread, then got up and
walked out.

Kangmobei carefully looked around, just caught the stranger, I do not know when has
disappeared.

Bai nianxi wakes up lazily and has no dream all night, just because she sleeps well.

"Cha Cha..."

Outside the bedroom, there is a strange sound. Bai nianxi picks up her mobile phone
and sees that it's exactly eight o'clock. She suddenly remembers that it's the time for
kangmobei to send Lolo to school. Bai nianxi's last sleepiness suddenly dissipates, and
she becomes nervous and alert.

"Bang" huge sound, scared Bai nianxi a jump, this sound, she can judge is the sound of
smashing the door, and hit is her bedroom directly opposite the door of Lolo.

After confirming that the bedroom is empty, the next door to be broken is

"Bang!"

The idea hasn't finished, the door in front of Bai nianxi is broken into broken wood.
Two men in black suits see Bai nianxi and grab her decisively!

"Who are you! What are you doing! Help Well Bai nianxi's exclamation had no time to
break out, and her mouth was blocked by rudeness.

"Cut the crap. Someone will pay for your life. Don't hate the wrong person when you
get to the yellow spring." The fierce looking man said coldly to Bai nianxi.

……

Kangmo sent Lolo to school. He carefully checked the abnormalities around him all
the way. If he wanted to kidnap Lolo, he should be followed by a car Through the
rearview mirror, conmobei confirms that there is no suspicious vehicle behind the car

"No!" Kangmobei is surprised to realize that this evil idea is more likely to come
straight to Bainian night! Kangmobei quickly turned the car around. The screeching
sound of tires rubbing against the ground cut through the sky and came into the ears of
passers-by, which scared all the pedestrians on the road. If they didn't see the white car
driven by kangmobei turning around in an emergency, they would think that
something bad had happened.



"What are you doing?" Lolo was suddenly turned to the car to throw the center of
gravity instability, shoulder suddenly hit the door, pain shoulder called Lolo issued a
dissatisfaction.

Conmobei is anxious to turn back. He is afraid that even one second later, there will be
an irreparable disaster!

When Bai nianxi's mouth and nose were covered by the wet white cloth and screamed
and blocked back to his throat, he felt faint

Two fierce looking men saw her fall into a coma successfully, so they decided to carry
her on their shoulders like carrying goods and walked out quickly.

Conmo North a sudden brake, Lolo can't deal with, forehead heavily hit the front seat.

There was no time to scold kangmobei, he was surprised to see the door open!

"Mommy Lolo tried to open the car door, but conmobei didn't unlock it. He saw the
end of the road like a hawk's eye, and there was still exhaust gas that was hard to catch.
Then he stepped on the accelerator and ran away!

Lolo was thrown so hard that he fell back. The door was wide open just now. Lolo was
surprised to know what had happened. He cried out: "Mommy! Help Mommy

Conmobei quickly looked around the T-junction. Sure enough, there was a car leaving
on the right side of the road. He made a sharp turn decisively. Regardless of Lolo's
injury due to his rude driving, he rushed to catch up with him.

"Shit! It's coming

"So fast?" The man driving the black car turned to have a look unexpectedly, and there
was a fast car coming near behind.

The man stepped on the accelerator decisively, deliberately shaking the steering wheel
left and right, disturbing the pursuit of the white car behind.Kangmobei stares at the
black car, shaking from left to right, eager to get rid of the black car he is chasing,
which proves that Bai nianxi is on the car!

Without a moment's thought, conmo North was in the top gear, and the car hissed and
smashed into the back of the black car.

"Bang" loud noise, Bai nianxi because of the inertia of the vehicle collision, in the
trunk before and after the collision twice, pain awakened Bai nianxi.



"I..." Bai nianxi has a splitting headache. When he realizes that he is in the extremely
bumpy darkness, Bai nianxi's panic attacks his heart!

"Help Bai nianxi slaps around in a hurry. The feedback is the sound of metal. She
confirms that she is in the trunk of a car. Because of the accident, the person who tied
her has no time to tie her hands and feet, but she is confused.

When kangmobei is ready to crash into the black car in front again, the trunk door of
the black car suddenly pops open. Kangmobei quickly releases the accelerator, and
sees that Bai nianxi's face is full of panic and tears for a second. The distance between
the two cars is greatly widened because he releases the accelerator.

"The trunk is open! She can't jump, can she? " The co driver's man cried in horror.

The driver hums coldly: "the gold owner is to buy her life. She dares to jump. I'll go
back and crush her to death."

"Oh, also..." The man in the copilot was stunned.

Kangmo North subconsciously afraid to hurt Bai nianxi, but after distance, Luo Luo
also saw the figure of mommy in the car in front of him.

"Daddy! Help Mommy! Help Mommy Lolo sobbed and screamed.

Kangmobei didn't have time to recall the long lost title, so he quickly turned the
steering wheel to get out of the congested main road and merge into the opposite lane!

"Beep, beep!"

The sudden emergence of retrograde vehicles frightened the drivers on the road, and
the sound of the siren suddenly started everywhere.

Conmobei ignored it and took advantage of the high-speed Lane in the reverse lane to
avoid passing one after another. He sped past and two black and white cars sped side
by side!

The intersection is just in front of you. Conmobei turns the steering wheel to the right
again. He drives his own white car straight in front of the lane where the black car is.
Then he coldly watches the black car crash
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